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Appendix 3 - Phonics Project – Tutor Activity feedback 
Conversation 

Your Class EB ECDL L2 7770 

 

Your experience with 
using phonics-based 
approaches 

I am an IT teacher and I have not had any previous 
experience of phonics. However, I did attend the tutor 
led CPD prior to trying this activity. 

I liked the thorough activity so gave that a try. 

Number of learners 
taking part in the activity 

11 learners 

Time taken for activity 15 minutes 

 

Learner response – Did 
the learners find the 
activity easy/enjoyable? 
Any ‘lightbulb’ moments? 

The learners found it fairly easy and they seemed to 
enjoy. The learners are mainly native speakers of 
English. One of them is dyslexic. 

The learners were competing about which group could 
find more words and they saw it as a game. 

 

Tutor response – Did you 
enjoy delivering the 
activity? 

How confident would you 
feel in embedding a 
phonics-based approach 
in your class? 

Yes I did. I felt quite confident explaining the activity 
and the learners were interested in hearing about the 
context and seemed quite appreciative of it. 

I feel confident that I could embed a phonics-based 
approach and it would work well with using columns 
and tables. The only thing is this would then take more 
time. 
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Your Class MJ- E2 Skills Development ESOL 

 

Your experience with 
using phonics-based 
approaches 

I have used phonics widely in my lesson in an 
integrative approach to introduce a topic, the grammar 
points and to teach the related vocabulary using the 
correct pronunciation. 

Number of learners 
taking part in the activity 

10 learners 

Time taken for activity 15 minutes 

 

Learner response – Did 
the learners find the 
activity easy/enjoyable? 
Any ‘lightbulb’ moments? 

The activity involved practising the sounds of 
/S/,/Z/,/IZ/ of verbs in the third person singular of the 
Present Simple tense. In pairs, the learners said the 
verbs aloud and placed them in the correct column 
according to the pronunciation of the third person 
ending.   

Some learners found the activity challenging at first.  
However, with peer learning and support, all learners 
were able to complete the task. 

 

Tutor response – Did you 
enjoy delivering the 
activity? 

How confident would you 
feel in embedding a 
phonics-based approach 
in your class? 

Yes, I enjoyed delivering the task but it will take time 
some for me to grow in confidence with teaching 
phonics. 

 

Through research and practice, I am finding it easier to 
embed a phonic based approach in my classes.  My 
initial fears have gone and now I am quite enthusiastic 
about finding ways to teach phonics to my learners 
and making the sessions fun and beneficial to them as 
well. 

Useful resources 

 

  

https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/prefixes/  

https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/suffixes/ 

(notably the Word Flipper) 

 

https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/prefixes/
https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/suffixes/
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Your Class L1 Maths  

Your experience with 
using phonics-based 
approaches 

I didn’t know anything about phonics but I like trying 
things out with my learners and I know some need 
help with literacy. The activity I chose included work 
on percentages. 

Number of learners 
taking part in the activity 

 

15 

Time taken for activity 20 mins 

Learner response – Did 
the learners find the 
activity easy/enjoyable? 
Any ‘lightbulb’ moments? 

The learners liked the way that the activity had a 
maths focus in using percentages but they also were 
quite interested in the phonics approach in general. 

Looking at the frequency of words made spelling seem 
easier! 

Tutor response – Did you 
enjoy delivering the 
activity? 

How confident would you 
feel in embedding a 
phonics-based approach 
in your class? 

 

Yes, I did – I was quite surprised by what I learnt from 
the activity and so it was fun to see the learners 
enjoying the surprise too! 

I am not sure how much I could do this in class but 
with some more resources, I would be happy to give it 
a try. 
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‘Thorough’ exercise 

 

Give learners 5 sticky notes and ask them to write the following on the 
sticky notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are going to practise how by learning one tricky spelling pattern 
(grapheme) ‘ough’, you can easily spell many difficult and confusing 
words. 

Start with your puzzle piece ‘ough’ 

Now, join one puzzle piece to make though ‘th – ough’ 

Now, join another one to make thought ‘though- t’ 

Take that away and add another to make through ‘th – r – ough’ 

Finally make thorough ‘th-o-r-ough’ – What a thorough job you have 
done! 

Finish this by writing the words down in your book. 

  

r o 

th 
ough 

t 
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Phonic bingo 

enormous  frown should  could  

 found  loud town   

sour  clown down  flour  

 

mouse  drown would  thousand  

 around  loud roundabout   

mouth  clown flower  south  

 

power  frown should  proud  

 round  loud spacious   

pound  would down  town  

 

house  south should  could  

 gracious  loud ground   

sour  crown down  flour  

 
Word list     

house        round thousand roundabout 

frown        drown  round spacious 

sour     town mouth gracious 

found could south 

clown    would mouse 

down power around 

loud      pound proud 

flower    flour aloud   
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Try Out activity - Ea digraph 
Steve was feeling a bit under the weather. He really needed a break. He 
got up out of bed. He had to get ready for work. What he needed was a 
healthy breakfast. 

He went downstairs. He opened the cupboard. There wasn’t any bread. 
There wasn’t any cereal. There was milk. At least he could have a cup of 
tea. At the back of the fridge he saw a piece of steak. It was a bit early 
for steak. He made himself a deal. He would eat some really healthy 
food for lunch. 

He cooked the steak. He ate it with real pleasure. It was so pleasant. It 
tasted great! He began to feel better. It was a shame that he was not 
wealthy and could eat steak every morning for breakfast. 

beach bread break 

tea weather steak 

really ready great 

least healthy  

deal pleasure  

eat pleasant  

 wealthy  

 breakfast  

   

   

 

Read aloud this text and listen to the sounds of the words. Underline any 
words that have ea words in them. 

Put the words into the right column by sound 

Are there any words that have ea in them, but sound different? 

  


